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This Month’s Fly-ins

June is behind us and there is still

almost two months of light evenings to

achieve some fly-Ins. Watch your Inbox

for details each Tuesday.

Quote of the Month

“Man must rise above the Earth—to

the top of the

atmosphere and

beyond—for only thus

will he fully

understand the world

in which he lives.”—

Socrates

Safety

Use of Super

Unleaded Fuel

The following advice

relating to Super

Unleaded fuel is

reprinted from a

recent LAA magazine

:-

"We must

emphasise

that Super-Unleaded

and similar fuels available at the pumps

are not legal to use in aircraft in the UK

because they do not conform to the

EN228 standard, and for very good

reason as they are definitely not suitable.

Barry Plumb, the LAA’s fuels expert

writes. “Super plus unleaded fuels

(generally of between 96 and 98 RON)

are generally blended to standard

BS7800 rather than EN228. The

absolutely crucial difference between

these two standards is the vapour

pressure of the blend. EN228 limits for

vapour pressure are 45 to 60 kPa

(summer) and 60 to 90 kPa (winter).

However, BS7800 limits for vapour

pressure are 45 to 70

kPa (summer) and 70

to 100 kPa (winter).

The higher vapour

pressure will allow the

onset of vapour

locking at lower fuel

temperatures or lower

aircraft altitude than

with fuels conforming

to EN228. Therefore

the use of super fuels

to BS7800 is MORE

HAZARDOUS than

using EN228 and is

not approved by CAA

or LAA. By

comparison, Avgas

vapour pressure limits

are 38 to 49 kPa”.

Fly-in Reports

20th June Newnham-on-Severn by

Dick Osler and Myron Burak

Well, the brief window in our

unpredictable weather that allowed

some of our more hardy souls to

participate in Fly-UK also allowed us the

chance to have another SVMC Fly-in

BBQ, only our third of the season. It is a
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sobering thought that as I write this the

day after the event, I realise that the

nights start to draw in after tonight!

Bob Hinds was our host at Newnham and

he and Phyllis worked throughout the

evening to feed the occupants of 18

(possibly 19) aircraft that turned up on a

calm but overcast evening. What was

amazing was that no sooner had the last

aircraft lifted off from Bob’s strip than it

started to rain. Talk about cutting it fine!

Once more, it was good to see such a

large representation from the Club.

Again, several club members who are

currently unable to fly in made the

journey by road.

Thank you to Bob and Phyllis for your

kind hospitality. It was not a good night

for photography but, experimenting with

camera settings, I managed to achieve a

shot of Graham Linley taking off that

looks as if he is breaking the sound

barrier! Look forward to the next Fly-in.

Myron added:-

About 18 or 19 turned up, notable for a

large contingent of Eurostars, 6 in all I

think. Mark Warren, Alan Coulon, Mike

Oakley just back from Fly-UK before the

weather broke. I had also just got back

from Fly-UK. We had 4 days of flying. I

left early as I wanted to get home but

apparently it started raining as the last

plane left. We just got that one in.

27th June Over Farm Competition by

Dick Osler

What a really poor flying season we

are having. All we can hope for is

that things will start to improve soon.

Despite the weather, we did manage to

have another fly-in on Wednesday 27

June 2012 at Over Farm. Our hosts were

Robbie and Sue Keene.

Once again the Over Farm Competition

Trophy was up for grabs and there were

8 crews competing for the trophy. The

navigational part of the competition could

have given an advantage to those with a

keen sense of smell as well as vision

because the objects to be located were

farmyard manure heaps! On completion

of the navigational part of the

competition a spot landing had to be

carried out back at Over Farm. The
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winners of the trophy were Steve and

Sarah Slade, with second place going to

Rees Keene and Kate Ezra.

Once again, we had in excess of 20

aircraft in attendance and, bearing in

mind that Over Farm is the residence of

a large number of SVMC members, this

was a really good turn-out. Thank you to

Robbie and Sue for the excellent BBQ and

generous quantities of

strawberries/raspberries and cream that

were rapidly consumed. Thanks to Myron

for organising. See you all at the next

one (hopefully soon)!

The full results and scores are listed

below:-

1st Steve/Sarah Slade 1200 pts

2nd Rees Keene/Kate Ezra 985 pts

3rd Mike Porter/Dave 950 pts

4th Pete Smith/Ed Wells 945 pts

5th Myron Burak/Steve Sykes 600 pts

6th Alan Coulon/Mark Warren 465 pts

7th John/Jamie Ingram 275 pts

8th Bruce Drake/John Davis 250 pts

4th,  11th, 18th July

All cancelled due to bad weather. What

a sorry state of affairs. However,

some are saying that the culprit, the

jetstream, is at last moving back

northwards which should give us some

summer weather before it is too late.

129.825 the myth and the reality

Speaking to pilots at a recent

Wednesday fly-in the question of the

use of radio and the existence of a

“microlight frequency” and an air-to-air

frequency for microlights was raised. In

order to clarify the situation the Editor

contacted the BMAA and the following is

extracted from an article published in

Microlight Flying by Geoff Weighell, Chief

Executive of the BMAA.

“Following a recent enquiry from a

member, I was prompted to find

out the current requirements for using

the “Microlight Frequency 129.825”. My

understanding was that some years ago

the CAA, or whoever it was that allocated

radio frequencies at the time, reserved

the 129.825 spot for the microlight

community to use as a ground to air/air

to ground frequency where no other

frequency was already in place at the

airfield. The BMAA were to keep records.

That may have been correct at some time

but it turns out that this has not been

the case for a little while.

The current position is that any airfield

operator who wants to use the 129.825

frequency must apply to CAA for an

Approval under the Air Navigation Order

(ANO) and an Aeronautical Ground Radio

Station licence. The CAA has a contract

with Ofcom to distribute the station

licence and of course they issue the

approval under the ANO. There is a form

for this, Form SRG 1417 (January 2009).

on the CAA web site. To broadcast from

the ground station at the airfield the

operator must hold an Aeronautical Radio

Station Operators Certificate of

Competence. The details for obtaining

this certificate are contained in the CAA

publication CAP 452.

Use of 129.825 is strictly for use

between the ground and air and is

not an air to air frequency.

In November 2004 SAFETYCOM was

introduced. SAFETYCOM uses the

frequency 135.475 MHz so that aircraft in

the vicinity of an aerodrome which has no

ground station can broadcast their

intentions to other aircraft in the air, or

on the ground, to help create a safer

operating environment. SAFETYCOM is

not a ground station, like 129.825, but an

alternative to a ground station.

For any microlight to use either 129.825

or SAFETYCOM the radio in the aircraft

must itself have a Station Licence. The

CAA issue the licence.

Finally to use the aircraft equipment the

pilot, unless a student under training,

needs to hold a Flight Radiotelephony

Operator’s Licence (FRTOL). The FRTOL
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is granted by the CAA following a course

of training and examination and is

usually issued free, certainly to student

pilots and those applying for a Pilot’s

Licence. It is usually valid for the lifetime

of the Licence, or 10 years.”

It should also be noted that there is no

air-to-air frequency for microlights

and using 123.45Mhz could incur a heavy

penalty - again confirmed by Geoff

Weighell.

Age does not come alone… by Ed

Wells

Well, before it slips my mind. It’s the

day after the Over Farm SVMC BBQ

and Aerial Treasure hunt and I thought

I’d better share some growing concerns

for your safety – or more accurately the

safety of people who are in the

immediate vicinity of Pete Smith and Ed

Wells.

Last year’s competition was a disaster if

I recall – I think Robbie had us flying a

pig shape all over the countryside whilst

spotting stuff near to stuff which was

indistinguishable from the stuff

surrounding the stuff we were meant to

pinpoint. And that’s when we start to

realise the eyes are going. This year

looked better – spotting muck heaps.

Great - playing to our strengths ech! So

what could go wrong?

·   I came straight from my biweekly
swim and gym session to keep my

back moving. I always have an

energy crisis after that and am in

dire need of food. Pete was late.

·   Low battery – needed charging so
late putting wing on.

·  Stopped  the  rigging  to  grab  a
burger or two and a have a chat

·   People  around  so  rigging
interrupted a bit and then by

Robbie doing the briefing

·  Dropped  hang  strap  clip  in  grass,
we grovelled in the grass for a

while before we accepted we both

needed to put our glasses on (I

should point out we have a pair

each).

·  Blast forgot my map board – Rees
kindly lent us his, unfortunately no

room for both the map and muck

heap pictures.

·  Mental  load  increased  by  working
out a route plan and division of

labour – no pens

·  Generally paranoid about so many
aircraft running engines up and the

possibility of the wing being blown

over.

·  Kit on. Pete taped a pen we found
to his finger. I taped the photos on

top of the area map so I could

hinge them forward between

spotting. What could go wrong? We

jumped in with a plan - not a great

plan but a plan nonetheless.

I didn’t fancy the more numerical route

approach as I don’t enjoy circling around

with a covey of microlights looking for

clues. So we started with spot no 9 – May

Hill, my neck of the woods. Yes - we could

get our confidence up with this easy spot

then return to the logical anticlockwise

route uncompromised by the close

attentions of lesser flyers in their fancy 3

axis machines.

We took off,  the muck pictures were

flapping and trying to break free. My

eyelids flapping as the wind tore up the

inside of my visor whilst rattling my bi-

focular shades. I pointed at May Hill,

flying with one hand as I held onto the

pictures with the other. “Plan B, Pete, I’ll

fold the pictures under my knee, we fly

the route till we get to the muck spot

then you hold the wires whilst I get the
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pictures back on the board”. Great. The

spot looked to be on the side of

Glasshouse Hill, I flew down it - in the

shite looking for shite, head pulsing up

and down trying to get my infernal

glasses to focus. Nothing! The May Hill

area is a place of great natural beauty

and thus has no muck heaps. We curse

the devious Robbie and his obvious

inability to mark a map accurately – we

continue.

To cut this short we did fly a number of

relatively accurate legs and got maybe 5

good muck heap spots on the page. We

decided to return and guess the rest on

the floor.

All the way during the 1.5 hours of

tortured airmanship I had been worried

that something on Pete’s left leg had

been fouling the hand throttle – in fact

the hand throttle setting had been a pain

all the way.  As we went back over

Highnam woods I took the trouble to tell

him I wasn’t happy with whatever it was

or what he was doing with it. I fiddled

around with his leg and pulled the

offending thing free – ‘what’s that?’ – ‘a

seatbelt’ – ‘my seatbelt’. ‘Oh dear’. ‘Hold

the wires again Pete – I’m belting in’.

We head for the spot landing not caring

too much now and with no idea how we

could land on the minute. My plan, fly low

and drop it straight into the box then

worry about slowing down. Worked OK-

ish but as Bumble said later “Didn’t you

think you should cut the engine, you

were still on half throttle when you tore

past me”. I think he was right, brakes full

on and right foot pressing the throttle as

hard as my left foot was pressing the

brake (well at least I was straight!).

Overload you see, that’s what it was.

Back at the hanger we crept away, me

with a crippled back and Pete with his

knees. We guessed the spots we had

missed (Chasely, Gadfields Elm and May

Hill) then we ate burgers and

strawberries. Lovely. And guess what -

we guessed them right but I knew the

spot landing would be our downfall.

Fourth overall, a very respectable finish

all things considered, we went over to

finish putting the plane away. What’s

that says Pete. ‘Shit’ says I - forgot to put

the clip in the front strut top wiz pin. So

I had clearly forgotten to do the

CHIFWAP or I’d have clocked at least two

major errors. Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear,

oh dear. What a shambles.

Full Marks to Steve Slade – how does he

do that? I guess we have to forgive

Robbie his devious mucky trickery as he

needs to set the tasks at a certain level

to split the field. As for the muck – I’ve

seen enough to last me a lifetime. Nice

burgers Robbie – a good night, a learning

night – but maybe we had better stay on

the ground next year before someone

gets killed.

Fly UK 2012 by Stephen Sykes

“The weather can't possibly be worse

than last year" I confidently

declared! as we sat in the pub looking

forward to our annual flying holiday.The

weather gods smiled inwardly.....

The first day of fly UK 2012 brought

heavy rain showers and 30mph southerly

winds. Getting to Nottingham for the

start wouldn't be difficult but stopping

would! Amazingly, in retrospect, I was

still keen to go. Wiser heads slowly

moved from side to side. Oh well, I could

go home and watch the England game on

TV. How utterly depressing!

Next day was worse but the following

OK.. ish. The Red Arrows were Notam'd

for the area where we were heading , so
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Thunderbird 1

Benbecula

we pushed on through and around

showers to avoid being skewered by Red

9 or his mates. Shawbury shepherded us

out of their way by a couple of miles and

we then got to see them displaying over

by Welshpool, which was nice!!

On to Castle Kennedy, via fuel stops at

Ince and Carlisle, where we were greeted

by the owner ,the Earl of Stair, who's

"man" had mowed the wrong field that

morning. Perfect for us and the aircraft

though. He was a thoroughly decent chap

and sent his "man" to help us get fuel

from the local petrol station at 9 the next

morning. Just as we thought we had lost

him, Bruce Drake and John side slipped

in from the ozone layer and we all went

off to Stranraer for sustenance. God it

was cold that night! Even the Hamers

were complaining and their tent has a

combi boiler, radiators and en suite (you

can get a lot in an Escapade).

Monday was a perfect flying day so it was

off up the western Isles. Lunch at

gorgeous Glenforsa then off to

Benbecula, outer Hebrides. Most of the

flying was over water with stunning

views everywhere. YESSS. this why we

do it.!! Very pleased to have Mark Peters

from Wing farm flying in formation with

us in his Savannah. We would still get

wet if the engine stopped but its a bit like

having Thunderbird 1 with you. He can

call up and guide in Thunderbird 2.

Benbecula has a very large runway and

landing was going to be a piece of cake,

Doh!!! When I should have been making

some control input to land, the vastness

of the black runway engulfed my senses

and my insides collapsed. Panic took hold

and I just remember looking at the ASI,

my frantic mind struggling to grasp a

fragment of something to orientate

myself by and thinking, 60 mph , oh we

must still be flying then!  Myron may

have taken over and landed for me

because i have no idea how we ended up

taxying onto the apron while wringing

sweat out of my life jacket. Give me

trees, pylons, short undulating, rutted

fields to land in and I know where I am.

Beautiful  Plockton for the night, where it

rained all night. Low cloud in the morning

and t'internet foretold of very unpleasant

heavenly happenings due in 48 hrs. The

sprint for home was on! The favoured

route was east to Perth through the

mountain valleys. With 1000ft cloud base

and rain around, it would be challenging.

Imagine Indiana Jones being chased

down booby trapped tunnels chased by a

giant rock ball......, minus the giant rock

ball. It was a bit like that!

At Fort William it was raining at the

mouth of the valley we were to fly

through. We couldn’t see through the

windscreen due to the wall of water. I

turned to Myron for support. All the blood

had migrated south from his face to

regions straining in the same direction (I

guessed). I side slipped a bit to see out

of the side window and there seemed

more light up ahead so decided to push

on. Double gulp!!! It proved the right

decision as things improved

progressively over the next 10 mins. The

clouds lifted, the sun came out, the views

became stunning again and blood
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pumped back into Myron's face. So to

Perth then Fishburn overnight then

Nottingham and home.

Nine days had become only four but they

were unforgettable and the memory of

them will nourish my soul until next year

when "the weather can't possibly be

worse than last year"........ Can it?

Dates for your Diary

23rd – 29th July – EAA AirVenture,

Oshcosh, Wisconsin, USA

4th - 5th August - Milson Airstrip

Charity Fly-in.  Camping on the field and

food and drink available. Tenbury

Countryside Show also takes place on the

Saturday and transport will be arranged

if there is interest. For more details see

www.milsonairstrip.co.uk, or call

01584 890486.

7th August – 1st September – World

Microlight and Paramotor

Championships, Air Marugan, Segovia.

Details at <www.airmarugan.com>

31st August –2nd September – LAA

Rally,Sywell

22nd - 23rd September - Nationals

Round 3 rescheduled. Over Farm to

include a tour of Cornwall.

1st - 2nd December – The Flying Show,

NEC Birmingham

For Sale

One large Ozee flying suit  perfect

clean condition. Colour is blue/black. Any

takers for £30? Contact Dick Osler 01242

261673 or e-mail

richard.riverleys@btinternet.com

Brand new airspeed indicator 0 -

100mph £10. Contact Bill Austin (Editor)

Stop Press

BMAA Safety Day at Kemble The next

BMAA Safety Day will be held on

Saturday 22nd September at Kemble

Airport. All members wishing to attend

can fly in or drive. It will be held in the

restaurant near to the control tower, and

will start at 1030 hrs start at 1100. Finish

at 1530 hrs. There will be speakers from

Brize Norton, Kemble FISO, Kemble

Flying Club on channel crossings, and a

Weather man. The emphasis will be on

gaining and improving flying skills.

Registration To help with organisation

please register by email to

pete@bmaa.org Those members wishing

to fly in should refer to an up to date

airfield guide for information eg. The

wearing of high viz vests etc. A large

grass parking area is being made

available to us near to the tower. Any

questions pete@bmaa.org will try to

help. Proposed Safety Days for 2013 will

be held in Scotland and the Midlands.

Pete Watson BMAA Safety Officer.
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